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NOVAK SOFA

Novak is a sofa that combines some 
details from mid-century style with a 
contemporary design vision. The base is 
rectangular, but it has a contrasting low 
back with rounded shapes, upholstered 
with a sophisticated leather and finished 
with piping detail.
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GET INSPIRED >

https://tinyurl.com/ydd29utv


DANDRIDGE SOFA

Dandridge is an organically shaped 
sofa that makes a statement through 
its accented and slighty sloping arms. It 
features tapered legs in polished brass, one 
of the best calling cards of the mid-century 
modern furniture.
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CURTIS SOFA

Perfect for a private lounge, Curtis settee is 
a modern sofa with a long wooden bench 
produced in dark walnut. It has a single 
back cushion, upholstered with a tufted 
leather, as well as two arms that can be 
used as side tables. It also features a round 
tapered leg with polished brass feet that 
create a contrast with its dark tones.

https://tinyurl.com/ybvgp3y8
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FREE DOWNLOAD >

https://tinyurl.com/ydxd2lqk


Fendi Casa presents a new 
exclusive made-to-order 
version of the palmer sofa.

MORE NEWS

FENDI CASA PRESENTS SIX SHADES 

OF PALMER SOFA

https://tinyurl.com/y8bubgf4
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https://tinyurl.com/y7s7pk9v
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TOP 10 GRAY LIVING ROOM IDEAS

Because this colour has 
the power to change the 
personality of any space, 
turning it into something 
more sophisticated, playful 
or relaxed.

MORE NEWS

https://tinyurl.com/y9egwn4t
https://tinyurl.com/y9egwn4t
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MANSFIELD SOFA

Mansfield is an accent sleek sofa with an 
undeniable modern elegance. Its rounded 
forms are a striking addition to any living 
room, along with the velvet upholstery and 
the polished brass on the base.

https://tinyurl.com/y7a2f9d7
https://tinyurl.com/y7a2f9d7
https://tinyurl.com/y7a2f9d7


Working through a 
practical philosophy, the 
main purpose of Menu is 
not to make things more 
complicated, but to create 
an easier world.

MORE NEWS

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN BY MENU
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GABLE SOFA

Gable is an extremely comfortable mid-
century modern sofa with a contemporary 
finish that allows decor melange. It has 
an oval base produced in polished brass, 
along a cotton velvet upholstery. The 
seat cushions have a dual track stitch, 
complementary to the seam accents on its 
curvy and sculptural back.
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LOREN SOFA

Inspired by the 50’s and 60’s retro 
designs, Loren sofa combines the best of 
the modern flair with the contemporary 
lifestyle. Supported by an oval polished 
brass base, it is fully upholstered in leather 
and has two distinctive rolled arm, that 
fuction both as back and armrest, creating 
a futuristic tub design.
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GRACE SOFA

Grace is a tub sofa with a curved shapes 
and a solid body produced in dark ebony 
wood. It features wedge arms and a low 
back, accented by a seamless stitching 
pattern. Fully upholstered in velvet, it 
has an oblong brass base that provides a 
timeless patina and a mid-century 
luxurious detail.

https://tinyurl.com/ya8n78at
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DORIS SOFA

Doris looks like a tub sofa, because it has a 
very geometrical shape. Its rectangular base 
is produced entirely in polished brass and 
features a wedge arm style, upholstered in 
draped velvet along its body. The cushion 
is plain, welted with a thin rope to accent 
its forms. Doris is definitely a decorative 
statement for your living room.
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Each of the seats is designed 
to fit into a small apartment, 
while also providing enough 
space to relax on.

MORE NEWS

PRODUCTS BY LUCA NICHETTO DESIGN
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ROMERO SOFA

This contemporary mid-century modern 
style sofa features strong shapes and hard 
edges along with a rich velvet fabric. The 
back has a degree reclining, so it can be 
used both as a living room sofa or as a 
lounge sofa for a chic bar. The legs are 
tapered and made of polished brass, with 
little ball foots at the end, providing a full 
contrast of shapes.

https://tinyurl.com/ybhldmgr
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FREE DOWNLOAD >

https://tinyurl.com/ybbsag5e


SOFA AS AN ACCENT ELEMENT: 

‘PROS’ AND ‘CONS’

Sometimes, it’s just a 
comfortable, but not eye-
catching furniture. 

MORE NEWS
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BARDOT SOFA

Bardot is truly a mid-century sofa that 
scales comfort, style and size. It comes with 
low arms and a horizontal tufting pattern 
that makes it quite distinctive. It has a 
single bench line cushion and tapered legs 
in polished brass, that create a sense of 
refinement we don’t see very often.

https://tinyurl.com/ycdd4seb
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Make your place a bit cozier, 
more fashionable and more 
modern.

MORE NEWS

INTERIOR DESIGN 2017: 

SUMMERTIME TRENDS
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